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– IN CLASS AND AT HOME. (RESOURCE: ADAPTATIONS IN SEAL VIDEO)

You have seen what adaptations Seals have from the video. Adaptations are like
super powers animals have to help them live in their environment, catch food
and mate. Sometimes it is the colour of an animal – which could to help
camouflage themselves or attract a mate. The shape of an animal’s teeth or beak
helps them eat the particular food they like 
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This activity will help the children evaluate, and appreciate the characteristics
different animals and species have. It will teach them to observe the habitats they live
in and analyse what they need. 

Observe. It will help them cultivate an interest in observing animals’ physical
characteristics as well as their behavior and analyse what helps them to thrive in the
local environment. 

Do they have hooves or flippers? 

Do they have any behaviours that might help them? 

Can you think of any adaptations  other animals might have? 



Ask the children what their favourite animal is, and write it down (on the
board or at home)? 
Ask the children what makes this animal adapted for their life – Help them
move (wings/flippers), how do they eat (sharp teeth/talons). Shape of their
body/bones/feathers. How do they look (colourful?) 
Make a list of the animals and their characteristics on the board. 
Give each child some paper and drawing materials, and have them create
and draw their own animal, with special characteristics and features, using
examples on the board. Encourage them to combine the animals and
characteristics. Encourage them to think of ridiculous combinations (eg. a
lion body + octopus legs + eagle wings + a turtle shell + a rabbit head with 6
eyes). 
Maybe come up with a name for their new special creature? 
When the children have finished drawing, have them share what their new
animal is and why it’s special.
Have a chat about why it’s important for animals to all be different and
have different characteristics to help them survive and for the world to be
in balance for food and shelter. 
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Get children to talk about think about observe what makes an animal different
and what special powers each of them has to help them survive in that specific
environment. 

Objective: 

WHAT TO DO:



Look at the pictures and see if you can find any adaptations for each bird. Have
a think about at how they eat, how they look and how they behave! Use the
Bird Brain book for help:

Woodpecker

grey heron
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ANIMAL ADAPTIONS

Peregrine
Falcon 

Kingfisher

BARN OWL


